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TODAY'S WEATHER
Partly cloudy with morning
showers through Wednesday. High
in the mid 80's, low in them.id 70's. ·
Winds 10-15 mph and gusty_near
showers. Rain probability 40 per
cent today and Wednesday .
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, Maclcey -sought student fees

Reg ents nix new
thea tre req i.Jest
By. Ray Ford
Oracle Staff Writ_er
Pres. CeciJ Mackey denied
he had _"positive plans" for a
new USF theatre last week.
. The USF President stirred
controversy on campu~ when
he · queried Board· of Regent
Chancellor Robert Mautz
student-paid
using
about
service and activity fees for the
building of a school facility, at
the June 6 Board of Regents
meeting in Tallahassee.

Oracle pluJto by Bob Fiallo
,,,
.
Scratching a I iving
Concentration· is the keynote to Bill Mahoney as
perfection is essential in the art of scrimshaw. One of the
few scrimshanders in America, Mahoney is paid as much as
$600 for one of his works. See story and pictures on page

5.

U~F may expan d
into Saras ota area
USF continues to expand · possibility of serving the
with a third campus now under · Bradenton-Sarasota area with a
baccalaureate degree-granting
study.
At the June 5 Board of center and approved funds f~r a
study of the area's needs.
Regents meeting, the Board
third
a
establish
to
voted
The Regents Planning
campus of · USF in the
Committee recommended ~hat
Bradenton-Sarasota area.
- a preliminary repo_rt be
· The campus extension will
subi:nitted to the Committee by
avoid creating· a_ separate
November, 1972, so that final
university, · according to J .J.
the
for
recommendations
Daniel of Jacksonville, Regents
campus can be given to the
chairman.
Board by January, 1973.
The 1972 Legislature asked
the ·Regents to consider the ·

Mackey said he had been
considering building a· new
theatre to replace USF's
Teaching _Auditorium-Theatre
(TAT).

"It is apparent that qne of the
needs of the University is an
auditorium larger than the
TAT," said Mackey. He
added that several people he has
· talked to had mentioned ·the
need for a multipurpose
auditorium for the many
activities and events held on
campus. •
Mackey said he asked Mautz
about the possibility of
appropriating reven,ue for st1ch
a building fror:n the studentpaid activity and service fee.
Questi9ns from other
representatives
University
concerning the use of student
service and activity fees for
projects of similar nature hacl
been asked of the Board of
Regents, Mackey said.

***

. said Albert C. Hartley, vice
president for Administrative
Affairs. He said that the
question put to the Chancellor
was simply for darification of
policy regarding the use· of
student service and activity
fees.
' "Even if we did consider
stich a plan, we would not
dedicate a portion of the service
and act1v.1ty fee without
discussing it with Student
Government," said Hartley.
Mackey said that the Board
Ma~key said thei:e were no
of Regents reacted unfavorably definite plans for the building.
to his question, so further He also said if a committee was
action _on his proposal is formed to study such a
improbable, he said.
proposal, students would be on ,
"USF has no formal plans at the committee to .see if a larger
the time for such ?,. building," theatre is of necessity.

"Even if we'd cunsider
such a plan, we'd not
dedicate a. portion of the
service and activity fee
without discussing it
with the ,, :Student ·
G. overnment --Albert C. Hartley,
vice president
Administrative Affairs

*** .

Rege nts budg et
lJSF $31 millio n
,

USF will receive about '$3 l
million out of the $194.1
million budget approved June 5
by the Board of Regents for the
1972-73 academic year..
Although UF has only about
5,000 more students than USF,
it will receive almost $,53
million. ·
According to the budget, the
cost per y~ar of educating
freshmen and sophomores at
for
is -' $937;
USF
upperclassmen the cost to the
state is $1295 per year.
Graduate students earmng a

masters degree cost the state
_$2003 per y~r while students
working on a doctoral degree
cost the state $5787 per year.
The state treasury will cover
72.2 per cent of the 1972-73
budget and 2.7 .8 per cent will"
come from fees, tuition and
other nonstate sources.
A J per ·cent salary increase
aswell as a seniority increase in
pay is in store for professors
and administrators.
personnel
Non-academic
will receivea ·5.25 percent hike
in salary.

MOST PESTICID ES BANN E D

Moth er natµTe talcing over gro_u n,d s Ccf re
By Jose Quevedo
As part of an · on-going
to return most of the
project
.
Oracle Staff Writer ·
maintenance· to nature, the
The grounds department of
d_e partment placed 1,000
}'.]SF is slowly returning .
praying · mantis eggs
campus maintenance to ~other
throughout the · campus three
narure.
weeks ago.
In letting mother nature do
"We're trying to 's_trike a
her own thing, the grounds
balance between insects and ·
department has cut down.
pests that damage. our
pesticide spraying by about 70
landscape. It will take years
per cent in the past two years.
before we know the results of
"We're experimenting with
this program (mantis),"
natural controls. By natural
Andrews said.
controls I mean the weather,
The mantis, a two to three- ·
. natural
birds, . insects inch insect which shows very
predators," Bill ' Andrews,
little fear of humans and makes
superintendent of grounds,
an interesting pet , 1s
said.

exclusively carnivorous, eating
ot~er animals including other
mantids.
Such chemicals as ·ethion,
toxaphene,
exolphene,
pheptachlon, sodium arseriate
and leacf arsenic have been
eliminated by the grounds
.
-department.
Only sevin and melathion
are used. Sevin is ·,r"harmless
product used in pet shops to kill
ticks," and malathion is used
primarily on ornamentals at a
less than · 5 pe_r cent
concentration, he said.
While in - 1966 USF was
Continued ·on page ten

I
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The mantis makes' interesting pet

JOO egg masses placed on campus
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Shev in asl<s mino rity suit -d ismi ssal
. TALLAHASSEE (UPl)-- law requmng candidates for
Attorney General Robert public office to pay a filing fee.
Shevin . yesterday asked a
Study Funded
federal court to dismiss d:1e
Socialist Workers Party's _. WASHINGTON (UPI) -challenge of the state law The House Appropriations
setting a _certification fee on Committee
yesterday
minority petitons to get on the approved an allocation of
ballot.
.$150,000 to finance an
Shevin also asked for environmental impact study
dismissal of a suit challenging for completion _of the Cross
the constitutionality of the state Florida Barge Canal.

adver-se environmental effects.

r-State,-1

-

Florida to ~ay

Rap Up'

The proposed outlay was
included . a·mong projects
totaling more than .$2 7 million
for Florida in a public works
appropriations, bill for fiscal
1973.

Actual construction of the
canal was suspended by an
administration order and - a
federal court in Junction
pending a settlement of a
controversy over its · possible

Cour t rules . agai nst wiret aps
WASHINGTON
(UPIThe Supreme Court unanimously ruled unconstitutional yesterday the Nixon
· administration's
use
of
wiretaps against domestic
subversives without a cqurt
order.
"We recognize, as we have
before, the constitutional basis
of the Pr_:esident's domestic
security role but we think it
must be exercised in a manner
compatible with the Fourth
Amendment," the court said in
an opinion.by Justice Lewis F.
Powell Jr., a Nixon appointee.

Confiscated Bills
MIAMI (UPl)-U .S. Secret
Service agents displayed about
$400,000 in counterfeit money
yesterday and announced the
arrest of five men.
The money, all in bogus 10

, been prepared to establish
Urine Tests
stringent standards · for the
protection of human life the
WASHINGTON (UPl)world over arid to seek P enta go n offici~ls are
· restrictions on travel to · beginning to worry less about
and 20 dollar bills, was printed countries which harbor drug abuse among servicemenon white bond paper from skyjackers.
and more about drug use in the
photographic plates.
schools they operate for
The resolution was authored
"We think they were
military dependents.
planning t<? ·pass this among the by Senator Abraham Ribicoff
(D- Conn·.) and is being coNext September they will
hippies
and
other
sponsored
by Senator Jacob start g1vmg selected high
demonst'ratqrs, during the
Javits (D-N.Y.),. Edward school students urine tests to
Democratic convention next
month,"· said Bob Newbrand, Kennedy (D -Mass.) and Ed try to uncover drug use,
Gurney (R -Fla.).
Defense Department officials
U.S. Secret Service chief in
said
yesterday .
Miami. "Thank goodness we
Gurney noted that Florida
caught them before that. We'll has been particularly hard-hit
have enough to do during the
with numerous skyjacking
convention."
1
episodes from major. airports
like Tampa and Miami.

World Conference

WASHINGTON , D.C.A resolution which asks
President Nixon to call a world
conference on skyjacking has

-

Alumn i _start phoning
-for -m ore involve ment
'.

/

- Pres. Cecil Mackey wa-s
an effort to g~t them involved
among those manning the· in alumni activities. Then first
phones last night for the USF
of these activities will be a
Association's "Tele fund "
cocktail party at the Hawaiian
campaign, which will run
Village restaurant July 14.
through Thursday.
The campaign is being
The alumni assoc1anon directed by Tampa attorney
hopes to contact 400_ USF Mike Sierra, president-elect of
graduates in the T ·ampa area in ·the alumni association :

••
•
•

•

A ONE-SHOW ENGAGEMENT

••

C. SHAW SMITH

•
•• • • • • • • • • • • • ••
MAGICIAN
HUMORIST - SHOWMA_
N

More Thai Bases
SAIGON (UPI) - The
number of American troops
stationed in South Vietnam
dropped last week to 60,000,
the lowest total in seven years ,
the U.S. command reported
yesterday . .,
But ~t least 92 ,000 others
directly supported the stepped
up Vietnam air war from bases
in Thailand and Guam and
aboard more than 60 ships of
the 7th Fleet in the Gulf of
Tonkin and South China Sea.
Mo re air units will be moved
to Thailand, military sources
said.

"His performance was the icing on the
cake."
Florida State Uniyersity .
"Elegant entertainment that the whQle
family _will enjoy."
University of South Dakota
"People who missed it called to see if
we were to stage a 'held o·v er' performance." University of Texas, Austin

Combining a personal, light and comical approach to a wellpracticed magical act, C. Shaw Smith wiil provide 'a full night's
entertainment for students, facult, staff _a nd their families at the
University of South Florida. Plan now to attend a unique exper- .
ience. FREE ADMISSION! An' Event sponsored by the University
Center.

.

TUESDAY JUNE 20
8:00 P.M.
LAN 103

WASHINGTON (UPI) -The Supreme Court ruled
yesterday that Florida must
make welfare payments to
aliens retroa·ctive to June 14,
1971, the date the high court
rejected citizens):iip . as a
qualification for benefits.
The Court in a brief order '
affirmed an amended judgment
· to this effect handed down Jan.
20, 1972, by a special threejudge federal panel in Miami.
The judgment had been
suspended by the lower court
pending action on the state's
petition for a rehearing. ·
' The state estimated that from
$30,000 to $50,000 is at stake.

Hotline'
scheduled

Pres. Cecil Mackey w_ill
conduct a Hotline session
Wednesday 2-3 p.m. on the
mall between the Business
Administration and Education
buildings.

Agnes Inland
PANAMA CITY (UPI)-Agnes, now considered a
'tropical storm, took one last
damaging punch at the Florida
panhandle coast yesterday
before plunging inland about
50 miles east of this resort city. A Red Cross disaster team
spokesman reported 75 to 100
homes, most of them mobile
trailer homes, "heavily
damaged or destroyed" m
Apalachicola ..

'·
'69 Volkswagen
Squareback
Finish diamond blue with light blue ,ntf>r1or low
mileage . 4-<,peed trommi\<,ion radio leother!'tte
interior air conditioning

$1699
Call Brian Billingham at 872-4841

GRISSETT MUSIC
GUITARS
INSTRUCTION
SHEET MUSIC
GUITAR
ACCESSORIES.
DRUMS
8898 56th St. Temple Terrace ·_

R.EPAIR
AMPLIF_IERS
P.A. EQUIPMENT
Ph. 988-14 19

. You asked for it

HERE THEY ARE

P·l eats • Cuffs
•Baggi es~
$799
-LOW RISE
100% POLYESTER KNI_
T

$6·9 9 ·
_

Be1·1·Jeans
Terrific Assortment

_T·a nk Tops
Knit Tops

~:~--~-~
••
•

STILL
THE ·
LARGEST SELECTION

t

T

A

i .. -,
I

10024 N. 30th Street
Across from Busch Gardens
Ph. 971 ·4254
. HOURS: 10-8

...

AAUP.head:Fa ciiltySenate has no power
.

By Tom Palmer
Oracle Staff Writer
Newly-elected
American
Association _of University
Professors (AAUP) Pres.Jack
Moc;>re believes that the newlyelected Faculty Senate at USF
is "in theory, very good, but
has no proven power and is
easily circumvented·. "
In an interview Moore. sai·d
that since the senate is an
advisory body , · history
suggests skepticism of its
ability to · bring about real
faculty participation.
Some of the problems with

.
'

.

faculty po~er cent~r around its
lack of an effective outlet of
communication, Moore said,
suggesting the possibility of
fuculty activities fee.
This fee might enable the
faculty to have its own office,
similar
to
Student
Government, as well as some
sort of newsletter and greater
input into planning campus
programs, he said.
Moore said there has been a
sharp erosion in faculty
participation, because faculty
are caught among the demands
and the powers of students,

.

administrators and politicians.
As a result, there is ·a lack of
participation among faculty
members because they are
either disillusioned by past .
failures at attempting change or
because they are not aware that
any prob_lems exist, he said.
Disillusionment
exists
because the decisions of
committees with faculty
members on them are often
ignored, just as committees·
comprised of students are
ignored, Moore added .
He said the conflict exists in
that students and faculty want a

"decent" university, while
administrators want a "'wellrun'' university.

· This idea of "efficiency" has
·recently been extended into
Sen. Jerry · Thomas' proposal
for a three-year degree, Moore
continued, saying he disagrees
with Thomas' concept because
it ignores the need. to implant
essential values while teaching
vocational skills.
He said that too-narrowly
specialized trammg is not
pragmatic, because it does not
teach students problem-solving_
techniques .

Draft counseling available at USF
By Tom Palmer

0 racle Staff Writer
Free draft counseling _ is
available from three sources at ·
USF for those who inay be
draftable now or in the future.
Intensive Tutorial worker
Gary Yellin and psychology
professors Max Dertke and

Louis Penner are -devoting
their free time to help young
men whh problems or
questions related to the draft.
Yellin tecently filled a
vacuum left by the Rev. Ray
DeHainaut's departure and
specializes m counseling
prospective conscientious

objectors-(CO's).
He also cooperates with the
Military Counseling Center at
the "' Unitarian-Universalist
Fellowship m- · d~wntown
Tampa.
Medical deferments are -the
specialty of Dertke, who
worked as a psyc~otogist in an

Judge · dismisses ,charges
against students arrested
Charges against .several ·
students ~arrested during the
anti-war demonstrations May
10-15 on campus were
dismissed.in Tampa Magistrate
Court June 6 for lack of
evidence.
Charges of obstructing
traffic have been dismissed for
US F studen t's Cha rl es
.Crawford, T homas R. Palmer,
Louise
Britton , Steven
. Schwerstein, Leonard F:
Soderberg,_ N anc y A nn
Kreshaw, Richard Arthur
Gosselin · Jr., Martha A.
Frederick, Robert Allen

Stevens, Patrick Steven
Costello, and former USF
student EdwardDeaton.
These defendants were.
judged "not guilty for lack 0f
evidence" . by · Judge Arden
Mays Merckle. He cited

BUY NOW & SAVE!

MUSTANG
MOBILE HOMES

10914 N . Nebraska Ave.
4S02 Gandy Blvd ., Tampa

THE WAR
STARRING

JOHN Ll:NNON
DIRECTED BY

RICHARD LESTER
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21
8:00 PM .LAN 103

75(

Every year VW's race in the Me~i can 1000.
·over some of the roughes.t terrain in the
world . The Baja Desert. Against all sorts of
competition . And the VW's have finished first .
Five times, in five consecutive years .

I b -•

We're·

•h h

e rating Wit t e

aa·1a -Champ1·on SEe

We'recelebraHngthesevictadeswiththece

For YOU!!

$4789

HOW I WON

SPE C IAL
- - - - - E D I T I ON
WH EE LS

Put Those Rent
Receipts To Work

New models arriving
DAILY

Film Art Series

SPECIAL
EDITION - - - - - -:
PAINT

In an article published last
week to aid new students T he
Oracle. misprinted the dates of
the
Textbook Center 's
inventory. T he center will be
closed June 28 , 29 and 30. It
will re-open July 3.
Check ... cashing hours in the
Cashier's Office, ADM 131 ,
are 9 a.m.-3 p.rri. weekdays.

Delivered and Set Up
. . Complete

was a graduate student in
Michigan.
"Not as many students have
been coming to me this year, "
he said, admitting that low
d(aft calls probably have
something to do with this.
These counse.lors are
available in their free time -and
said anyone interested
can
call for an appointment.

SPECIAL
......,,,___EDITION
IN TERIOR

Corre·c tions

HUGE
12 X 60

"
testimony
that these released
were "in trees, on private
property, and a considerable
distance from the intersection,"
Other students are to appear
before the inagistraie court on
July 10 and 12 .

examinining station and is
familiar with the military's
physical standard.
He said his main concern is
with informing young men of
their rights as well as their
responsibilities under the law,
adding that people shouldn't be
inducted if they don't belong in
the service.
"I also keep some kids from .
doing stupid things, like taking
a bunch . 6f speed," he
continued.
Penner has about five years'
experience in draft counseling,
having started doing it when he

•
•
•
•
•

Baja Ch~mpion ~E . A limit_ed production Super
Beetle with special f eatures.
·
Uke silver meta llic paint.
·
·
·
Specia l'sports wheels.
A special plaque and certificate.
See and Test Drive the Full Linf:l of Volkswagons Now on Display
Ah optional leathe rette interior as standard equipment. ·
At:
And the same ty pe of rugged construction and
dependability that beat the Baja .
·. Ahd for all that, it only costs a.little more
than a regular Super Beetle .
Li ke we said. The Baja Champion SE is a limited production car.
11333 North Florida Ave.
We don't have many. So come in soon . Look over the Special
AUTHORIZED
VOLKSWAGEN
Tampa
Ed ition Beetle . And any other VW that catches your eye.
DEALER
,They're a ll made as if they were going to the Baja.

Birdsong Motors, Inc.
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The Oracle is written and edited by
students ' at the Univers ity -ol Soutl,
Florido. Editorial views herein ore not
necessarily those ol the advisor or the
.
_University administration
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Students ·can help
rebuild Bangladesh
A fund drive to help feed and clothe
75-million starving Bengal is will start
Wednesday at USF.
It is part of a nation-wide effort by a
private group of 70 Americans who
formed the Emergency Relief Fund
_(ERF) to collect enough money to
airlift 900,000 pounds of food to the
recently formed country of Bangladesh.
Since November, 1970, the people
have been the victims · of cropdevastating cyclones, the IndiaPakistan war and other catastrophies
which have left thousands dying and
many more on the verge of starvation.
The ERF is working through other
world organizations to help give the
people enough food and material so
they can buy time to begin rebuilding
their nation and become self-sustaining.
"My countrymen will starve, the
crops have been ruined and they need
food to live," said Prince Shah Babar,
Florida representative of the ERF and a
resident of Orlando.

URIT1

Babar is being sponsored on campus_
by the SG. He will present a film, "The
Destruction of Bangladesh" June 28 at 8
p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium. A
booth will be set up to take donations in
the l TC from 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. each day ·
beginning_Wednesday.
More than $15,000 has been collected
in Florida si11ce April. But it is not
nearly enough to rent the planes or buy
the food and other supplie-s.
A donation of a few cents or dollars
will go a long way. For example, $100
basic care for one
will supply a year's
1
An orthopedic
child.
woman or a
hospital for rehabilitation of war victims
_and the supplies to run it can be had for
$90,000.

I•

you

~Y you

we.re attacked. 'r:, y ' a.

It is a,worthwhile project which clubs
~nd individuals can get involveq in.
Its success depends on the number of
It is the kind of appeal that has always
·volunteers who are willing to step
forward and sacrifice· a few hours of captured the empathy of students, and
· '·
· we hope they will respond.
-summer fun.

.

(\emoN o\~y

c\n~?..

Those who wish to volunteer to
work oli the project should contact SG
Vice Pres. John Hogg.

· -------------- -----------....
---The -_Right.Time_

The GOocl Humor Man
,.

----------- ----------- --By Rick Mitz--...
He's the Laughter Man. And he isn't will b~ .forgotten _two weeks from
_ today. .
that funny. He doesn't have to b$::.

crisis experiences, but, ~s Dr. M. would
say, in the right perspective: funny.

Dr. Harvey · Mindess, a UCLA
There's been a lot of talk -- mostly
"It's in college," he adds, " that
p~ychologist and author teaching a . students are taught to take themselves humorless -- about the death of student
class in humor on the side, believ es-rhat too s~riously."
humor that pooped out with the 30's
humor can be used as therapy-to help us
and was laid to rest with indented
"get away from taking ourselves so
- Dr. Mindess is the auth~r of a new · bottoms that sat on flagpoles ·and
damned seriously. Humor," he says, book -on humor called "Laughter and swallowed goldfish. In this era of
"helps us to see ~urselves in the proper Liberation" that's about as funny as the ecology, swallowing fish is no way to
prespective. " He suggest we " use Dead Sea Scrolls. Through 24 7 pages, preserve the balance o_f n_ature ,and
humor as a coping mechanism and to he takes humor, plops it down on a sitting on flagpoles is a pain in the neck.
alleviate our tendencies to become couch, analyzes the guts out of it and, as Well, those things ~eren't very funn y
pompous, inflated, egotistical, self- we finish t~e last chapter, Tonsils anyway, but the attitudes that brought
righteous and all that crap."
(instead of Appendix), leaves us them about were. Nothing was taken
realizing •that we just might be in big- _ too seriously. College life -- so they tell
It was "all that crap" that I was most
as we perform the wake over us -- was just like· in the moo-vees:
trouble
interested in . I ' r:n - not too
would the college football star get good
senses of humor. sleeping
our
knowledgeable- about tendencies and
enough grades to play in Sat_urday's big
proper perspectives, but I do know a lot
He's right. -There are tons of game? -No one cared, but it gave them
about the -crap that students put
examples to prove _it: the divorced lady something to 1augh about.
themselves through a·s .we are taught,
who laughs that herex'·s new wife looks
day after day, class after class, to handle
So along comes some joker like Dr.
just like her . .. the final examination
life stiff-upper-lip style. Pressures have
that's so unbelievably ha,rd it's funny ... · Mindess who has the gall to tell us to
been p~t on us not to laugh at anythingbuying red jocky shorts and looking the _ laugh again. How? How does one
- our own personal problems or the
other way as the clerk writes up the sales develop a sense of humor -- as opposed
problems of the world . Would you dare
slip . . . trying to find tons of examples of to a sense of horror -- m These
laugh ab~ut. ecology? Racism? The
things that are funny ... guys with BAs Troubled Times?
War? Our collective guilt says they're in chemical engineering working as
definite no:..no's. And would you dare
"We're all very rouchy about our
janitors after graduation. . : meeting
to laugh at collective guilt?
cows," Dr. M. says. "We become
sacred
your professor the same day of the exam
, "The whole bit of really believing
when you said you 'd be at your _so serious and committed that we refuse
that what you stand for and what you
gramdmother's funeral (whom you've to laugh at anything connect~d to our
Cause." · His answer is simple. "Just
are doing is the most important thing in
alread y "killed" five times in the past
it
the w·orid," Dr. M- says. "Well,
four years) . Having that professor meet enjoy. Stop analyzing. It's safer to be
straight, but a lot of good things can
matters, but not really so much as we
your · grandmother. · Writing a senous
think. What upsets us a great deal today
book on humor. P_otentially, all are happen to you if you dare to be just a

...

little bit crazy. Humor can be a
liberating device.''
The problems of the world might nO'tbe _solved through Dr. Mindess's
philosophy, but they might be more
easy to cope with.
Read his book if you can laugh up -·
$7 .95. And if you 're ever-out LA way,
visit Harvey Mindess. He's good for a
laugh. ·
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JISHAW
-M ahoney linstant artist
B,y Bob Payhe ·
Oracle Feature. Writer

Scattered across Bill
Mahoney's kitchen table·
workshop are a half dozen
whale teeth, a razor-sharp knife
and a bottle oflndia,i'nk. These
are the tools of his art.
. Mahoney, 4GPY, is one of a
handful of people in America
who do scrimshaw - the art of
carving designs on bone and
ivory.
His detailed carvings of
sailing ships and whaling
scenes, for which he is paid as . much as $600, are on display
from Florida to Hawaii.
Picking up the knife and one
of the teeth, Mahoney prepares
to sign a shipboard battle-scene.
Even though oneslipwillmake
the work imperfect, he has to

Oracle photos by Bob Fiallo

bear down heavily to ·scratch
· the hard tooth. Then he fills the
scratch with India ink and
wipes away the excess. On the
inside of his thumb is an old
gash mark.
M.ahortey who 1s 24,
married, and modest, said he
started doing scrimshaw two
years ago with a background of
two art courses in junior
college , "I saw a piece of
scrimshaw for sale in a
magazine and couldn 't afford
it," he said.
The Mai;iner's Museum in
Williamsburg, Va., · says
Mahoney's work is among the
-best they have ever seen. T hey
have given him a ~tanding offer
to buy all he makes.
Scrimshaw is more familar to
New Englanders than to people
down here, Mahoney said. He
said John F. Kennedy had a
scrimshaw collection and kept a
carved whale tooth on his desk
in the White House.
But Mahoney said he has
entered local art shows where
the judges thought his work
was a decal on a piece of plastic.
Mahoney also had a
complaint about
USF's
College of Fine Arts. He said
he wanted to take a ' course 'in
intaglio, a type of engraving ,
but couldn't because he didn't
have the prerequesite courses.
"They are not interested in
any"one · who's . not an art
major, " he said.
Mahonex, who 1s a
geography
major , does
scrimshaw chiefly as a hobb y.
But it has paid fora good part of
his college education.
Scrimshaw, which has been
called the only truly American
folk art, was originally done by
sailors on American whaling
ships. But the art declined when
1he whaling industry declined
just before the civil war, and
now that importing whale teeth
is illegal the art may be o~ its
way to extinction.
· But Mahoney isn't worried,
next to hi~ kitchen table is a
cardboard box full of whales'
_teeth.

/
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SUMMER CHAMBER MUSIC SERIES

JUNE 20- JULY ,1, 1972 _

THE GUARNERI STRING QUARTET
CONCERTS:

Tues., Thurs. and Sat., June 20, 22, 24, 27, 2-9 and July l.
8:30 p.m. - Theatre-Auditorium .
TICKET PRICES:
Single Concerts-$2. 00 each.
Three or more Concerts-$1. 50 each
U.S.F. Full"-time Students-Hal f Price
Theatre Box Office-Week days-I: 15-4:30 p.m.
Telephone Reservations- 974-2323

OPEN REHEARSALS: Tues. and Thurs., June 20, 22, 27 a_nd 29.

l :00 p.m. - Fine Arts Auditorium
MASTER CLASSES: Weds., June 21 and 28.

l 0:00 a.m.-Theatre Auditorium
LECTURE DEMONSTRATI0NS: Weds., June 21 and 28.

2:00 p.m. - Fine Arts Auditorium
OPEN REHEARSALS, MASTER CLASSES and
LECTURE DEMONSTRATIONSNO ADMISSION CHARGE

THE FLORIDA CENTER FOR THE ARTS of the UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA, COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
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NUMBER TWO:
Golfers _
s econd i~ NCAA on Hawke Putt

....

By Ron Mumme
Oracle Sports Writer
Brian Hawke didn't know it,
but the five-foot putt he was
facing on the final hole of the .
NCAA College Division
tournament at Williamstown,
Mass., would decide whether
or not the Brahmans would
finish in sole possession of
•second place.
Nobody .had told him.
As it was, the junior
linksman rapped the five-footer
in and USF captured the
runner-up spot among some 40
different feams in the national

"Brian walked up
to us and . asked us
how we stood. We
dic/n 't explain . .our
position and just told
hfm to get down in
two"-Bob Dudley

•••

tournament held at T aconic
Golf Club.
The Brahman's four-day
team total of .1238 was a good
24 . strokes back of first place
Louisiana State University at
New Orleans (LSUNO) but a

scary one stroke up on the
University of California at
Riverside, third, arid an almost •
as scary t·wo strokes away from
fourth plllce Rollins .
Hawke, the final USF player
to · finish the tourney, left his
approach shot on the 72nd hole
of play 40 feet from the pin.
"As he came up the
fairway," said team captain
Bob Dudley, "we could see
what the situation was and we
knew that Brian would have to
two-putt for us to finish
second.

Brian Hawke
... shoots 305

didn't explain our position and
just told him to get down in
"Brian walked up to us and .
· asked us ·how ·we stood . We two. "
After rolling his first · putt
five feet past the cup, Hawke
sunk his second try and nailed
down USF 's best-ever finish in
.
.
the tournament held for the ·
nation 's smaller college·s and
universmes.
And it was a surprised
Hawke
who found out later
and planned to practice in
Long , of San Jose State
what
his
putt had meant.
Tampa for the July 18-23
University, was able to make
"I
could
hardly look when
. tourney.
the trip.
Brian
was
lining
up that ·1ast
Howev~r, when Masterson
Long, who drive from
and Rigg attempted to solicit California, is staying with putt," grjnnec;l Dudley, "but it
money from USF to house and
Masterson and Rigg. "Sanjose really meant an awful lot for us
feed three San Jose State
State ~as.going to give us $200 to finish alone in second rather
players and one Kent State
for our plane ride if we cam_e to · man in a tie with California."
Individually , the Wes
matsman they received a
Florida," Long explained, "but
Berner-led
Brahmans carded
negative reply.
since USF wasn't going to pay
the
folhwing
scores ver the
· '.'They were going to charge
for our stay the other guys
tough, 6555 yard, par 71
$1 a day for housing," Rigg
stayed home."
said, "and they weren't even ·
Dr. Steltzmann, head of the layout; Bob Dudley, 77-75going to pay for food."
judo club, also tried to obtain 79-78--309; Brian Hawke, 77-:
Because . of this, only
funding from USF. "About a 75-74-79--305, Vince Head,
heavyweight champion Dave
month ago," according to .77-74-79-79--309; Pat
I
. Masterson, "he wrote to 'Lindsey, 83_-81-83-80--327; >
Mackey. He put in the ·letter John Purvis, 76-76-89-81-- > BICICYLE STORE
'
322.
that he wanted an appointment
~- 114 BUFFALO AYE. '
After two rounds of the
I'
to talk to him(Mackey)." As of
HOURS 9.5 6 DAYS
yet, the judo cltib has not tourney, USF_was in second
PHONE 232-0661
'3
place, only four strokes back of
received a reply.
')
All six collegians will be able LSUNO and closing fast . .
I
But the final two rounds
to make the London trip since
I
19 7 2 season with the
the United .States · Judo were different.
A
combination
of
wet,
acquisition of several top
Federation 1s paymg their
-.-_ - -- -- -- t·
prospects.
expenses to the games.
Coac:h Dan Holcomb feels he
But Rigg is still upset. "What .
may have a new forward line in · gets me," he pointed out, "is
• Special low Price For Students
college transfers, Larry Byrne
that USF doesn'tputacentinto
Monthly Installments - No One Refused
and Frank Bono, and freshman
this thing but ·they get
All RISK INSURANCE AGENCY
John Cossaboon.
recognition."
202 E. Waters Ave.-Tampa-Pnone 932-2346
Backfield candidates for the
Brahmans are Conal Foley, a
FILM ART SERIES
teammate of Byrne's in Ireland,
and Bill Powers, a member of
Delaware's All-State high
school team.
Rounding ou·t the new _faces
for next season's ~quad are Rich
Moore, ·a Mercer Junior
College (N.J.) transfer and a
strong contender for mid-field
position, · and goalie- Tom ·
.Steinbrecher, a member of the .
National Junior College
Directed By RICHARD LESTER (HELP!, A HARD DAY'S
Champion's, Florissant Valley
Community College (St.
NIGHT) Starring MICHAEL CRAWFORD, JOHN LENNON
Louis).

Laci< of fiJlancial _aid·ends USF
as headquarters forjudo squad
Dave Moormann
Oracle Sports Editor

USF was designated as the
training camp for the six U.S.
judo members going to the
World Uni:versity Games in
. London.· next month but lack
of money from the University
cancelled the program.
The divisional winners for
the National Collegiate Judo
Championship in April, which
includes USF' s own Tom
Masterson and Tom Rigg,
qualified for the overseas meet.

windy weather, rolling terrain;( which Florida golfers are
unaccustomed to) and deep
rough did the Tampa bunch in
as LSUNO picked up three
strokes the third day and a .
whopping 17 in the finale ,
running away from USF by 24
strokes and a 1214 total.
"We weren't too pleased
with. the way we played,
·especially those last two
rounds," said Dudley, "but we
were really happy to be able to
finish second."
It was an even more amazing.
finish for · the Brahmans when
one considers the fact that the
team came close to not even
making the trip .
Dudley commented, "The
matter was in doubt until about
three weeks ago when we were
told that the athletic
department had come up with
· the money and we were
.
"gomg.
Dudley added , "I hope our
good showing will help next
year's team -and improve the
golf program. We stretched our
budget just as far as it would go
this season so we could
compete in everything we
wanted to.
"None of the players on the
squad .are on full scholarship,
·and it's tough .to recruit really
good golfers when the t
. University can only offer to
cover a person's tuition fees."
he said.

JACKSON'S

, Soccer team bolstered
by_.new key players
I

The USF soccer team,
already a ·national power,
bolstered its appearance for the

Corrections
announced in
sports news
The service award
story which appeared in
the June 13 issue of The
Oracle· mistakenly
reported USF women
tennis coach JoAnne
Young as J oAnne
Taylor. .
·

,,

,,
,,

,,

GITANE
IS HERE

-

NO FAULT AUTO INSURANCE

HOW I WON
THE WAR

***

.N e l s o n
·B u tl er ,
.intramural chairman, has
announced changes in the
summer intramural
· schedule. ,Softball, tennis
-and three-man basketball
will run June 26-Aug. 4
with . golf to · be
announced hter. Two
leagues will be formed-staff
and
coed.
Registration ends
tomorrow in PED 100.

"Extrem~ly Funny ... the bla_c kest of black comedies ... "

'69 VW Beetle 1132
Radio , hea ter , lea the rette interior

$1295.
Call Randv Sellers . 872 -4841
Over

l 00%

.'

"A .Picture you should see ... to argue for or again.s t...New York F?ost

WED_NESDAY, JUNE 21
LAN 103 $ .7.5

8:00 PM

75 VWs to select f rom wi th
wo rronty

Florida Center for the Arts

t

I

,

- - ------··
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Underwater notes

Whistle mal<eswet tune
that I almost .opened my mouth
T he rest was up to the
for air!
listener. Relaxation is the key
.Emersed in the 92-degree
water; •I opened my eyes and ' to enjoying · an underwate~
Ever hear, of a pool with
concert. Smiling as he watched
peered at the maze of funnels
good acous.tics?
·
avid
scuba divers and serious
and
hoses
criss-crossing
the
either did I until my first
c
oncert-goers
.('get into " his
USF natatorium.
underwater concert May 17.
Neuhaus
related the
music,
Max euhaus, creator of the
. After I hit the water, the
story behind the whistle.
"Water Whistle," ' said 92
. sound reached my ears. It was
degrees is - ~he neutral
indescribable. A sort of . temperature for the body.
Residing on a houseboat in
continuous ton~ approacping
Manhattan
on the Hudson
Because of the length'. of the
from all directions, headed jn
River, Neuhaus says he is
concert, the high temperature
no particula·r direction. Just
fascinated
with water as well as
enables the audience to
coming. ' Like a train very far
music.
part1c1pate long.er without
away. _Or an airplane always becoming chilled , he said.
taking off and landing, never ,
"What .really prompted me
period ica 11 y
N euhaqs
actually reaching a destination.
do it is ,t hat there is a new
to
~djusted the pitch of the whistle
presence
of sound underwater;
The eerie sounds telescoped ffuring
the
12-hour
and I wanted to work with
through water penetrating my performance. Swimming about
that."
mind and'enjoining me to relax
with a diving mask, he either
into dream world of pinched the hose to the funnel,
Neuhaus, who works great
weightlessness. Moving across raising the pitch or brought the
deal with electronic rnus-ic ,
the bottom. of the pool, I whistle out of the water,
invested . in a few dime-store .
became so involved with music lo~ering the pfrch.
whistles to tntt1ate his
experiment. After completion, ·
he estimated his · entue
1
expenditures at" $600.
By Ellie SomQ1er
Oracle Activities Writer

a

Free, plus 2 may
top LP play lists

By Vivian .Muley
and the lyrics provide the rest.
Oracle Staff Writer
With "C~lours" the album is
Kossoff, Kirk~, Tetsu, ahd
complete. It's a soft song with
Rabbit is Island Records ' latest
strong highJights.
release, and it may just become _ Kossoff, Kirke, Tetsu, and
the most requested record of
Rabbit have created music at
best.
the year.
Paul Kossoff is the ·driving
lead guitarist with Free. Simon
1
Kirke is Free ' s · forceful
drummer. T etsu Yamauchi is
one of-Japan 's foremost bass
guirar.ists. And John " Rabbit"
Bundick, . who plays electric
piano, organ , piano and _ The music of . Mozart is
mellotron on the album , has
featured in this month 's list
worked mainly with Texas
from Angel Records. Summer
is the "Mozart season," when
·d
bl
·
r h yth m an
ues smge_r
Johnny Nash.
the world famous Salzburg
T ogether the four wrote and
Festival honors the composer
produced the albu~ when Free
in the town where he was born,
was disbanded ,temporarily . when people everywhere move
earlier this ){ear.
·
out-of-doors, and when
The al bum collaborates c1n
musical tastes seek out the kind
array of musical talent from
of grace and purity in which
beginning to end. It reveals
Mozart was unmatched .
each musician -as an individual '
"Karajan Conducts Mozart
·with diverse talent and sty)e.
Concertos" is the first of Angel
"Blue Grass" opens the
releases,
contammg the
album with the Free touch but composer's "Flute Concerto
. .- develops into a hard-driving
No. linG,K.313, "'. 'Clarinet
song with an intense organ and
Concerto in A, K. 622 ," and
guitar. The bass and dru!T\S are
"Sinfonia concertante in E flat,
worked in perfe~tly.
- K. 297b. " The six included
_ AiovesQng,"Anna ,"s lows
works , priced at $17.98,
down the pace with an oldre.present the complete
fashioned blues tempo.
woodwind conertos of Mozart.
· "Just forthe Box" has got to
"Mo'zart/ Four
Horn
'bethebestsongonthealbum. Concertos' ,.. by Barry
It starts out somewhat slow but
T uckwell , of the Academy of
progresses into a subtle
St. Martin-in-the-Fields, is
example of what all four
next, with the four well-known
musicians can do--manipulate · Ii.om concertos composed for
th~ir instruments with ease .
his virtuoso friend Ignaz
Side two fulfills the ~est of Leu·tgeb. Added are two short
the a 1bum with the pieces that are rarely heard , but
wonderment side ~ne began,
just as pleasing. The package is
(;; , with " Fool's Life." Rabbit is
$5.98.
Last for Mozart lovers if
an exquisite pianist and most
people will agree that Kossoff " Mozart: Requiem "
by
is on his way to becoming one · Armstrong, · Baker,
Tear,
.of rock's leading guitarists.
Fischer-Dieskau, and the John
The _use of a steel guitar is
Alldis Choir and English
uniquely worked i'iito "Yellow
Chamber Orchestra,
with
House" aod "I'm on the Run," - Daniel Barenboim conducting.

•

- \.

Smith to .c onfollnd
•
viewers
By Tom Palmer
Oracle Staff Writer

'71 VW Beetle 1131
Radio, leatherette interior.

Mozart's last composmon,
actually completed by his pupil
and friend Franz Sussmayer is
often performed as a memorial
to the composer himself.
The young pianist · and
conductor Daniel Barenbo im
approaches his work with
reverence, for much of his
-formative training was gained
at the Mozarteum in Salzburg.

. Tryouts open
for Lit.Hour
Tryouts for the Speech
Department's Literature Hour
adaptatiori of " Lord · of the
Flies,:' William - Golding 's
novel of barbarism , are
scheduled for Wednesday from
4-6 and. 7-9 p.m .
The . novel depi~ts the
anirpalism of boys- left to their·
own devices on an island after a
plane crash.
All parts are open, and men
and women are needed equally
for Sharla Heck 's presentation.
Tryouts, in LAN 478, will
determine the cast for. the
offering tentatively scheduled
for July 19, 2 p.m.
-------WE-WILL BUY VW's
Any Model or Year!!

- · LINDELL
VOLKSWAGEN INC
3900 W. Ken~edy Blvd.
Phone 872-4841

- ,-

I.

... C. Shaw Smiih will perform

The tall, lanky long-haired
Magician and humorist C.
musician said the USF rnncert Shaw Smith and company will
cost about $100. H~ e:,cplained put on a· free show tonight -at
that a different arrangement · 8:3_0 in LAN. 103 which should
must be used at each concert to be ·entertaining and is sure to
facilitate the volume and involve the audience.
"acoustics" of the pool. He was
Smith'_s troupe of performers
p 1ea s e d
w i t .h
U S F ' s has traveled all over the world
~atatorium, saying the pool with a show that is clever, if a
v JS amazingly adaptive in spite
bit corny or vaudevillian at
of its huge volume.
ttmes.
"When· a man ~anishes into.
thin air that's more difficult
than using thick air," says
Smith.
His show pla,ys mostl y to

New Angel rec-o r-d s
devoted to Moza.rt

I I

With feats, phenomena and fun

$1799
Call Ray White, 872-4841
Over 75 VW's to select from with

college crowds (Smith is a , ,
former Epglish teacher himself)
and is the most engaged and re- ,.-~·
·
!1\,1
engaged show I m the co liege
·;•

:

ClrCUtt

During World War II , Smid{ '~.
•
•
f'< Cttrr•
enterta1ri~d an esttmated two
million servicemen as he
1
traveled 12 5 ,000 miles around
the globe, spreading laught~r
and good times · wherever he
went.
Film Art Series

H·OW I WON
THE WAR
STARRING

JOHN LENNON
DIRECTED BY

RICHARD LESTER
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21

8:00 PM

100% warranty .

880"9 .

w_antspuin

.luspants.
George ltd.
1708 So~Dale Mabry,Tampa

~hop H~urs: 9:00 to 6:00
Monday & Thursday 'til 9:00

LAN 103

75(
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·c1ocl<worl< Orange~ isolates violence
By Lisa Smith
Oracle Activities Editor
I push into the probably once
velveteen, hard-cushioned seat.
(Maybe this is the seat in which
my mother, thirty and
pregnant with me, was nearly
molested; there are childhood
debris in some vague pocket of
consciousness of the acrid
odors of old men·, the sicksweet odors . of young men,
who had sat next to me years

.

. I REVIEW

I

ago with their dirty hands arid
slick eyes.)
~With all of these pungent
associations pasted to the
linings of my eyes, I am locked
·to a theatre seat watching the
perfect and insidious violence
of Stanley · Kubrick 's "A
, Clockwork Orange" with no
inward disgust.
Kubrick allows for only
-

War lunacy raids screen
•
,n How / . Won the War'
1

Director Richa'rd Lester uses
every inch of syntactic film
language to portray the lunacy
of World War II specifically,
and all wars philosophically, in
his film " How I Won the War." ·
A motley crew of bungling
soldiers bent on a suicide
mission through the movie pass
between past and future, and
occasionally latch -onto the
present. Lester has remo·ved the
element of time from his
picture. Events flow back and
fonh.
Lt. ' Ernest Goodbody's_
(Michad Crawford) memories

of the ~ar include Clapper
(Roy Kinnear), an inducte~
concerned about his young
wife's faithfulness; Gripweed
Oohn Lennon), a dispirited
·Cockne y ; Juniper (Jack
MacGowran), a fool who
appears made up as a clown; the
Melancholy Musketeer (Jack
Hedley), a coward; and
Transom (Lee Montague), a
brave soldier who tries to
cor r ect . Goodbody ' s
disasterous mistakes.
The troop is sent to the
desert of North Africa to build
a cricket pitch for officers.

1

Poe·t Lt>re' prints
avant-garde poems
I

mistake his preoccupation with
.God as a sign of reform, and he
is chosen, after two years of his
14-yey.r sentence, to · test a
newly-developed rehabilitation method.
After a lengthy perio~ of
totally non-scientific
· conditioning, Alex is released
to find that his parents have .
replaced him, his ·:ex-buddies in
crime have become policemen
· who beat him, and a oncevictim of his who has
seemingly ~friended him
actually plots his suicide for
political reasons.
McDowell's Alex, is a
whittled figure, chiseled finel y
to the form of Kubrick's
character. He portrays the
youth with a look--with the
scowling sneer of distortion
and one falsely-lashed eye.
. Whether the rotation from
· violent -to ·pacific to violent
again in the primary character
is societal, as one may expect, is
unimportant. Kubrick lash.es
_ out · in a constrained screen·
environment at every
character, at every side of a
di!::'.tatorial bureaucracy, at
every angle of contemporary
culture.

marginal sympathy with his
. charact~rs, and prohibits
emotive involvement in the life
. of Alexander De Large
(Malcolm McDowell) through
his complex satire.
Alex is a young rapist,
mugger, and finally murderer,
whose comrades despise him,
fear him and eventually lead to .
his arrest.
In prison he assists the
minister, enthralled with the
acts of "ultra-violence" :within
the- S~riptures. The wardens

Amid the absurdity of the
trivial task the men are killed
one by one.
As the outfit is transferred
about Europe the deaths
increase, but the unit's size
'never diminishes. Each soldier
returns as a ghost clad in
brightly colored unifo~s .
The movie fades in and out
of reality. Absurdity in
rampant: When a man is
wounded, his wife appears on
the banlefield; a colonel shoots
his wounded tank; and finally,
officers exchange bubble-gum
cards in the middle of battle.
" How I Won the War" will
play in the Language' Literature Auditorium at 8
p.m. tomorrow night.

Guarneri
schedule

A "Showcase'-' sectioH-of avant-garde poetry edited ~by Hans
Juergensen, professor of Humanities at YSF, has been accepted
The following is a schedule
for publication by "Poet Lore," a· widely~read poetry magazine:
of all · concerts , lectureThe section, accepted in its entirety and to be printed in the
winter edition of "Poet Lore," will include a total of 16 works by - demonstrations, master classes
14 poets.
and open rehearsals to be
offe~ed by the Guarneri String
Representing USF in the showcase will be Juergensen, and
Quartet during their residence
student poets Gayl<::.Crum, J iro Negushi, and Lisa Smith. Works
-by Juergensen 's wife Ilse, J.W. N oble, Duane Locke, and several .at USF .
of Locke's students from the University of T ampa are also
• June 20--Open Rehearsal,
included.
... Fine Arts Auditorium . (F AH
101 ), 1 P:m. , free : Beethoven
Juergensen has written an introduction to the section at- large,
as well as to each poem per se.
concert, Theatre Auditorium ,
(TAT), 8:-30 p.m. , $2.• June 21--Master Class,
TAT, 10 a.rn., free. Lecturedemonstration, F AH 101, 2
p.m., free.
• June 22--O pen Rehearsal,
FAH
101, 1 p.m ., free
By Lisa Smith
Fortified" exploits the use of
Oracle Activities Editor
"prepared piano." With this ' Schubert concert, TAT , 8: 30
method the tone of tl;e piano is p.m., $2.
• _June 24--MozartConcert, .
Gary Wolf, well-known
modified by attaching and
Su nco ast m u s1 C1 an and
inserting various objects 'into . TAT, 8:30 p.m., $2 .
. • June 27--O pen Rehearsal, .
pro fessor of piano at USF·, will
the' action of the instrument.
FAH
101, 1 p.m., free.Bartok,
give a piano recital F riday in
Tnis · produces a startling
the Fine Arts Auditorium at
variation of the piano sound. . Dvorak, . Sibelius concert,
8:30 p.m. · ·
T ragitional fo rms are used TAT, 8:30 p.m. , $2 .
Highlighting the evening of
throughout the work and great • June 29--1\:1.aster C lass,
contemporary music fo r piano
rhythmic vit!ility is- achieved Theatre Aud itorium, 10 a.m.,
will be the premiere of David
through use of various jazz free. Lecture-Demonstration ;
F AH 101,. 2 p.m., , free.
Ward-Steinem's "Sonata for
elements.
.
Kirchn·
er, Bartok, Webern,
Piano Fortified. "
The
work,
written
for
Wolf
Stravinsky, Berg concert,
Ward-Steinem is one of the
is
and
completed
in
May,
TAT, 8:30 p.m. , $2 ..
most accomplished and prolific
sponsored
by
the
Tampa
• July 1--Dvorak, Smetana,
of the younger generation of
Music
;
Teachers
Association,
Mendelssohn concert, TAT,
American composers. He has
earned degrees from Florida Music Teachers Association of 8:30 p.m., $2.
S~ats may be reserved
State University and . 'the Greater St. · Petersburg, and
Upper
Pinella
s
Music.Teachers
through
the Theatre Box
University of Illinois, and ·has
Association.
·
Office,. ext. 23 23, fo r all six
won numerous significant
concert,
wi1ich
will'
Wolf's
concerts.
Box Office hours are
awards for his music and
is
free
to
include
several
pieces,
1:15-4:30
p.m. weekdays and .
exceptional teaching ability .
the
public.
one hour befo re each concert.
. The "Sonata foi: Piano

Wolf recital to ·include
Piece by Ward-Steinem

Kubrick's remarkable visual
imagery seeds "A Clockwork
Orange" in that fertile manner
peculiar to his genius. Color
imagery, in particular, is to be
noted, heralding each change in
the nature of Alex.
As with "2001: A Space
Odyssey," the score is
brilliantly incisive, offsetting
situations , and progressions
within the plot. Much in the
vein of his previous work, "A
Clockwork Orange''. falls to
.the masters of 111..us ic,
employing primarily works of
Beethoven, and tying them into
the script with Alex 's love for
"Ludwig von." ,
"A Clockwork Orange"
begins its run at the Florida
Theatre, ·Tampa, Wednesday.
Shows are scheduled each day
at 1:40, 4:50, 6:55, and 9:30
through
· p.m. Monday
'Friday matinee admission will
. be $2.25 for adults. All other
shows will be $2 .50 for .adults.
Film Art Series

HOW I WON
-THE WAR
. STARRING
JOHN LENNON
DIRECTED BY
RICHARD LESTER
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Got A Sick Bug?

I

· Bring It

I
I

I
I

To

I.I JACK·'S -GERMA'N CAR REPAJR II '
I
I

I

·10% Off
·1 30th & . Busch

or P9rts to Stude_nts

I
I

1·

& Sta ff
;Phone 935 -9655 or 932 -818 71

----------------·-----
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NOW PLAYING

" GUESS W HAT W E LEARNED
IN_.SCHOOL TODAY?"
CONTINUOUS SHOWS FROM 11:45 a.m.
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Music dept. head leaves forFTU

...

Dr. Gale Sperry, an original
founder of _ USF 's music
department, has left the
University to become
chairman of the music
department at Florida
Technological University
(FTU) in Orlando, effective
July 1.
Sperry headed USF's
Department of Music from
1966 until he was rer;poved

from office during the Mackey
Administration 's organizational reshuffling last ·year.
Sperry said one of his main
reasons for leaving is the fa'~t
that he did not have enough to
do merely as band director at
USF; he said he fells the new
pos1t10n will be more
challenging.
According to Sperry, USF's
separation of music education

from the music depar~ment was '
an unwise decision and one
which deprived him of a chance
to contribute more at USF.
"It doesn 't make too much
sense," he said, pointing out
that USF is' one of few schools
in the country where this kind
of separation exists.
Another criticism of USF
policy which· Sperry plans to
handle differently at FTU IS

restrictions made on nonmajors who want to take music
courses. Sperry said the USF
department generally insists
students must already be
proficient to ma.jor in music . ·
Nevertheless, Sperry said
that based on his observations
since coming here in 1960 as a
charter member of the
department, USF has a strong
music department.

'

Natur~e. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____;__
Continued from page 1

-0f January of 1971 we haven't
using $4,000 a year in used any l:\_rge quantity of
pesticides, the budget for 1972 pesticides," he sa.id.
However,
Andrews
shows $1,300.
explained that if a situation
Andrews explained that in occurred where nature could
the past decade the entire scope not control the environment,
of ..ground maintenance has • he would have no i::hoice but to
changed from a skill taken for
spray.
grant~ to a skill concerned
"When we feel that, any
with the prese~ation ~f the PQrtion. of a campus landscape
environment.
is in dal)ger of losing both its
He said he feels USF has
aesthetic and dollar value due to
been one 'o f the first universities
u n co n tr o 11 a b I e
.ins e ct
to make this distinction: ' ·
infestations, then a control
within
the
"This is an · educational program
of a safe
jnstltution and we have to take framework
a position of leadership in environment will be initiated. ' '
On January 8, 1971, the
regard to the environment. As

ground§ department not only campus, employes learn to pesticides to destroy the flies·,
began the "return environment identify insects.
40 per cent of the livestock
t~ nature " project, . but also
•Employes . are taught . would-become unmarketable-.
initiated a re-training program environmentcpntrol within the
Regarding the almost-total
of its groundkeepers.
realms - of the natural
ban oh domestic use of DDT
environment. ·
The program, divided into
by t.he Environmental
Andrews explained that
three steps, . is designed to
Protection Agency, Andrews
many students have a lack of
educate employes on the imsaid it's a good move, butthata
portance of environment · understanding regarding · the
replacement more campatible
use of pesticides. He said some
preservation. The three steps
with the environment will be
pesticides when properly used
include:
needed.
•By using slides, employes can be of help to nature.
The ban b.as no effect on
are made aware of the present
He said that 10,000 people
U~F since the grou,nds
problem that man has created in die • of starvation daily
the environment as a result of throughout the world and that department has not used DDT
his failures.
without the use of some in "about four or five_years."
•Through the use of slides pesticides the figures could
Film Art Series
and information ~bout insects easily dou&le.
commonly injurious to the
Andrews cites the example
of the screw fly which enters
the hide and vital organs of
THE WAR livestock. He ·said that without
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. Rhodes scholarship

Environment 70's

Application blanks are now
availableforal)y student wishing to
apply for the Rhodes Scholarship.
The candidate must be an
unmarried, male U.S. citizen,
' between the ages of 18 and 24 and
must haye at least a junior
standing. For further information
. contact Dr. John C. Briggs,
director of graduate s~dies, ADM
n6 or call ext. 2846 .

Environment 70's will hold their
regular meeting today at 7:30·p.m.
in UC 200. All interested students
are invited to attend.

Marshall scholarships
Any male or female citizen of the
United States under the age of 25
is eligible for one of 24 Marshall
Scholarships to be offered in 1973 .
The scholarship has a tenure of two
academic years forthe'study of any

subject leading to the award of a
British university dgree at any
·university in the United Kingdom.
Applications
and
further
information may be obtained in UC
226. Deadline_for.forms is Oct. 2.

Photo club .
The Photo Club will hold a
meeting tomorrow at 2 p.m. in the
UC. Interested students are invited
to attend.

Library will be closed Tues.,July

4.
Film Central Booking new
acquisitions: Great Barrier Reef;
- This Is Y(?ur Egg; Earthquake Do's
and Don'ts.
·secretaries luncheon, Thur.,
June 29, UC 256, $1.50. · For
reservations,
phone
Ginger
Gregory, ext. 2791, by June -27.
Maternity leave: A recent .
interpretation would permit, under
certain circumstances, the use of
sick leave for maternity purposes.
A complete pol.icy and procedure is
in the process of being developed
and will be published in the near
future. Anyone wishing to use sick
leave for maternity purposes
should · contact the Personnel
Office:
TRS and SCORES Transfers:
Members of Teachers Retirement
System _and State and Co1:1nty
Officers
and
Employees
Retirement System _who plan to
tram·fer to the· Florida Retirement
Sys~em should return ballots to

RICHARD LESTER
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21
8:00 PM LAN 103
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- Official Notices

DIRECTED BY

l 0829 56th St.

Temple Terrace
Personnel Services, FAQ 011,
, immediately.
Transfer
of
memberships will be effective July

1.

convenience: 9 a.m. , TAT 2 p.m. ,
TAT; 10:15 p.m., CHE 105.

Career Planning
And Placement

Pres. Mackey will speak to all
June
26
Career Service Senate Charter and
Association
for
Retarded
its relationship to the University ·
Children,
B.A.,
Spec.
Ed.,
Elem.
Community, June 28. Each Career
Ed., Early Child. Sign up by June
Service employe will receive a copy
22.
of the proposed Charter in the
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co ., B.A,,
campus mail. Anyone ~ho does
B.S., Mktg., or any major
not receive one should contact
· interested in insurance or selling
Judy Post or Betty Nelson. All ' prfession for Spec. Rep.
Career Service staff members are
Tornwall, Lang & Lee PA, B.A.,
M ._A., Acctg. majors .for related
urged to attend. Three meetings
positions.
have been set for your ·
9556 FLQRIDA AVENUE

MATTHEW J. TOIA, D.V.M.
VETERINARY MEDICINE AND SURGERY

Mon .-Fri. 9 - 1 4-8
Closed Sat. & Sun .

Fast Take-Out

"Quality In Italian Foods"
Featuring:
Lasagna
Spaghetti
Pizza
Sandwiches

-with this adFREE !
One 9 inch Cheese Pizza
When You Buy Any Large
Pizza. Offier Expires 6/ 27 / 72

jfrattrnitp

.~ l!,ou~t

TAMPA, FLORIDA 33612

NORTH GA TE ANIMAL CLINIC

HOURS BY APPOINTMENT

PAESANQ'S

988-1447

TWENTY-FOUR HOUR
TELEPHONE SERVICE
(813) 935-3490

RAZOR CUTS
HAIR STYLING

PH-971-3633
Appointments
Available
Hours
D~ily 9,6
Thurs. & Fri. 9-7:30

13520 UNIVERSITY PLAZA

THE ORACLE .- JUNE 20, 1972 - 11
.
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Leah Villa Apartments

- Cl Ossified Ads
Help Wanted
SUMMER WORK-STUDENTS
at'I concern has need for several
students to work 2 eve. & Sat. part
time-$30 sal plus bonus. See Mr. Allen,
Tues, June 20, 2 p.m .. at Holiday Inn
East.
WANTED : Light-Sound System
Operator for Empey Keg programs
Contact Jennie Loudermilk in 'CTR
159 or by phone 974-263 7. Previous
experience desirable but not required .
-✓.

PROFESSIONAL
TYPIST-IBM,
Selectric I Iw. carbon ribbon & type
changes. TU RABI AN USF or other
~tyle manuals .
. E;xperienced: term papers , theses
resumes, etc. Ph . 971-6041 after 6
P.M .;all day weekends-5 minutes from
USF .

Lost & Found
-

Lost: Irish Setter puppy; red collar, 3
mo . old . Reward . Last seen at 15th St.
and 131st Ave. Call 971-7469 or 9742503 .

·

Lost; full blooded Siamese, 6 months
old, answers to the name ofTom. Black
· .f ce, paws and tail. Body is sandy .
· <6 o\\hl .- Dog cahin & flea collar around
ne,:k , Call 971-7463.

Personals
• Fatig1,1ed? Mind foggy? Aches & pains:
due to poor nutrition? Let o_u r
nutritional. counselor program your
nutritional needs. A free service.
MONROE . HEAL:YH FOODS,
11103 N . 56th St., TT. Ph . 988-5000 .
CARSO
OPTICAL- 11710 Fla .
Ave., 935-7854. Eyeglasses RX
Sunglasses_& photograph y; plastic or
hardened lenses made. G old wire
frames- & fashioned frames . Duplic;ate
broken lenses & repair frame.
This is your LEVI store. We have
denim & corduroys in regulars &
BELb.,S. Also: boo-cs, shires & Western
hats . Only 10 min . from campus.
Bermax Western Wear 8702 ebraska .
Wedding PHOTOG~_APHER also
invitations for all occasions. After 6 call
621-1607.
Free kittens. Four striped females. Call
932-2531 .

Automotive
'69 BMW 500cc Great Road Bike Call
Wally, 93 3-1858, $900 for qyick sale.
1968 Plymouth Satelite , good
condition; 64,000 miles, Excelent for
commuting, $900. 685-2544 after
noon .
'65 Falcon, automatic trans ., new
.inspection sticker, good engine, $2 75.
Call 996-2776 or 996-3088 .

Apts & Houses
to Share

Travel
Opportunities

Koommate wanted-female, for same
townhouse . O wn room , 5 mi . co USF,
' 65 month . Phone nights ·233 -1 921.

'70 Volkswagen
Squareback
Finish powder blve, rodio . oir conditioning,
white side wall tires.

$1895
Call Dale Vied at 872-4841
Over 75 VW to select from with 100% warranty .

Summer Lease Av,:ailable

.•1 Bedroom Furntshed •Air Conditioned

Misc. for Sale

•Wall tc;, Wall Carpet •3· Pools
· Nearl:9niversityofSouth Florida• 971-7570
Evenings & Weekends 971-2366 or 971-2811

TRAVELING? STAY OVERRegistered Silver Persian Kittens, 9
IGHT FREE! Sruck at home? Meet
wks. old, females. Call 935-4912 After
traveling people. Exchange privileges
with ~embers in U .S. & Canada. · 5 p.m .
Write: University Travelers Club, Box
8' x 35' Trailer, in good condition,
9147, Berkley, CaliL49709.
furnished , with AC, near USF , $1150.
Call
Ra y at 223-2968.
,
JAMACIA PROJECT - 18 days,
Aug. 13-20. 5 or 6 hrs. c'redit. $3 .10.
For Sale Cheap! 6x30 Wvest
Oeposit of $150 due by June 15 , Limit
Binoculars & leather case-$20. Ladies
20. Apply now. Off-Campus Term
Dunlop tennis racket, press , ½ doz .
Program. FAO 130, 2536 .
balls, like new-SI 0. Please call Melanie,
932-4905 .

STUDENT
EXCHANGES

Farfisa Combo Compact Organ and
Ampeg Amplifier. Call 839-4550.

FLORIDA A & M ... New program .
for
white- black .. . cultura 1
interaction. Spend fall term at FAM U .
Pay fees, register here. Attend classes at
FAMU. Contact OCT Program now.
FAO 130, 2536 .

GRETSCH drum sec, complete, also
CARS: 67 Peugeot, AC, AT; 68
Austin .Amer. clean; 66 Plymouth; 64
Dodge; 66 VW Wgn .; 66 Jeep Truck,
4WD; 60 Comet, nice 13614 Nebraska
Ave. 971-9161.

ORACLE .
CLASSIFIEDS
SELLIT
FA_S.T!
)

,

·THE SHREWDEST PLACE
TO GET
EUROPE'S BIGGEST SELLING CAR
IS IN EUROPE.
If you order a Fiat here in the States and .
pick it up in any of a number of European
cities, you can save yourself the cost of renting
a car overseas.
And when·you've finished your vacatiori,
we'll even ship it back to America for y0u at
special low rates from Italy.
For more information on Fiat's overseas
delivery plans, call or write:

aasa

The biggest selling car in Europe.
'
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"WE CARE"

I
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I

2 Locations

*
*

3901 Florida Ave.
3909 Florida Ave.

PH. 223-4902

-·

I

1·
I

I
II
I
I
I
I

I
I

5 lines (31_characters/lin'f!) ·
Additional line.
More than 4 issu!ltS
*perfive nnes;pe~ issue.

AUDI

I

I
I
I

Mail the ad, with remittance (check pr,eferred) to: Oracle
Classifieds, LAN 472 University of South Florida, Tampa,
Florida 33620. No refunds.

Deadline -

,.1

NOON

I
I

DO NOT ORuER BY PHONE

I-

I
I

1·

I
I

(__ Number of

times t,o run.)

I

I.
!!l z
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I

PORSCHE

·I
I

$1.00
.1.5
.75*

.m

I

I

PHONE. 621-2054

I

.I

I

Tampa, Florida

I
I

I
I

I

6305 E. Hillsbor_o ugh Ave~ue

I

To order classifie~s, use the form below. Fill in the
boxes allowing 1 box for each letter, space and
punctuation mark. Use additional form if more than
5 lines are required.

I

I

I

I

ORACLE.CLASSIFIEDS

I
I

HOMER F. HERNDON

TEMPLE PORSCHE-AUDI, INC.

-.

I

lulfflJ

·Good news for
people who are tired
of being pushed around.
The Audi has
front-wheel drive.

"5904 N. Dale Marby .
Tampa, Fla. 33614
-Phone 884-8"46'4
a

r----------------~~-,
• ,....POAT --...oTORS , .. ,.

-

HOMER F. HERNDON
T0 y 0 TA

,,le/~

yc-v'¥'
·

New 2 BR duplexes near Rowlett Pk .
W w carpet, air, heat, paneling, laundry
fac. $160 unf., $175 furn . Quiet,
children OK. Call 933-1910 eves. for
appt. $100 Deposit.
ew building 2 blocks north of
,, Fletcher on 23rd St., Large l BR
furnished Apt. Wall co wall carpet, air
conditioned, pool, laundry· rm . $140 . ·
Res. Mngr. 971-03-85.

SPECIAL
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